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December 16, 1966

Dr. Warren w. Shearer, Dean
Wabash College
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Dear Warren:
I hope this does not happen to us very often. First,
you are entitled to my apology for not indicating to you in September that your letter of September 16 had been thoughtfully read.
You should have heard from me,~ I hope you will accept this
apology.
To disagree without some history seems to me not good,
so I am making the following attempt-Your suggestion (I think I can see why at first you thought
the suggestion you made would be a fair and reasonable one) might
have been fair and reasonable under the circumstances, if they had
been the way I, personally, would like to have them. Sometime I
would like to talk with you and Ben about this because 1 can't
quite say that correspondence is always the best way to handle a
matter of this sort. I believe we can talk about the subject matter
to our mutual profit and understanding.
Now, perhaps, you can be given a historical view of the
background which affects my own thinking and decisions--as history
seems to be from my viewpoint. I have come to believe that this
kind of historical background can very well occur when y~u try to
work for a long time with an educational institution Without first
having some educational instruction as to how to understand what,
really, it is you are dealing with.
I knew Dr. Mackintosh as the president of Wabash Colle ge
when I went to school there. I knew Dr. Mackintosh much better after
I had been graduated from Wabash for quite a number of years. The r e
was, of course , his successor.
The r e was an interlude when I was chiefly in cont act with
Wabash College through the Phi Gams. That was when a few o f us
"finagled" around and got the debt reduced to a more operation al s i ze
after the ''bigger and betters" had gone into debt building a fr aterni t y
house. Both phases seem, i n t he end, to have turned out reasonably
satis f actorily.
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However, my real contact with the college developed when
I became a member of the board (1940), shortly before Dr. Sparks
became its president (1941). Problems which existed, principally,
had to do with the history of the Sparks-McCanliss regime (although
it doesn't quite dovetail itself in so nicely as that) and the
Sparks-Trippet relationship, then the Trippet-Rogge period and,
of course, I have not been unaffected by your ~n administration.
If my memory is correct, this particular sequence-Sparks, 'till now, covered about 25 years.
Very early in my experience with the college the question
of the administration of the Mackintosh Fund arose. That was a fund
which my father began (1935) and, I believe, designated the Mackintosh
Fund . There were two important things about the fund -- one, is that
the income was not to be used until the college had balanced its budget for five years. The other, was that when the budget was balanced
the income could then be used for undergraduate or post-graduate
work. The question arose as to how it could be used for post-graduate
work when nothing but undergraduate work was actually formally engaged in at Wabash College. I will always remember this, especially,
because almost with unanimity the college at that time, and its
trustees, considered this an inoperative provision.
What they distinctly overlooked was that it had involved
in it a theory of the problem of procuring education. In those days
people could procure a basic education such as, presumably, ought to
be given at a liberal arts college (and to get a really good performance in that it took about 7-8 years,).
, ~..,__ ,; ~ ~ _,::.,. .. , -<"··· · _;. " ' · ··· · "
{___ ,,
You could get into the Harvard Law School, provided you
had a basic degree and were in the first part of your class. It
was a rare occasion, however, for the Harvard Law School to permit
enrollment from any school but a general liberal arts college. For
instance, it would have been very unusual for a Purdue graduate to
have entered Harvard Law School.
I knew, by personal contact with my father, that he considered that a person having this desire would plan far ahead and
it would be necessary for him to plan his finances through the
liberal arts college and then through the graduate school. What
he mainly wished to accomplish, I knew, was to provide a means for
a student who had distinguished himself in liberal arts college
to go on and become a professional. He knew this from law knowledge--
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he knew this from medical knowledge.
Therefore, you see, it was possible through this fund
to say to a student, "Complete your work at Wabash College and you
then have a chance at this kind of fund." I think what actually
happened as a result of my presentation of this aspect of the problem to the board was that they divided the fund. I used to hear
from it occasionally under both Sparks and Trippet. For several
years now I have had no knowledge of it and would be very glad to
kn~ how it is being administered.
Personally, I thought the idea
was an excellent one but this problem, also, made me aware of the
way in which different people interpret different intentions,
especially, if they do not have the background to understand and ·
reason through to the intention.
Since that occasion, years of experience have occurred
and I have learned of nothing to change my view of the problem
except it is clear to me that you can make better judgments toward
the end of a senior year in college than you can make in the end
of a high school senior year. I have had the good fortune to be
perndtted, twice, to sit with the four other members of the examining
· ~o~ttee which had the opportunity of examining ten high school
graduates who · were there by an elimination process of a large number
of examinations. It was the obligation of the committee to assign
a position (No. 1 through No. 10) to each of these boys by just
1/2 hours' examination. I not only learned more about this kind
of boy, but also more ab9ut the professors themselves.
i

I have never fully put all the pieces together but, in
retrospect, I wish I could spend an evening with the examiners and
find out what has become of each of these boys now, after several
years. To me, at least, it was not an easy job and I felt the difficulty of its obligation. This is merely an example of an experience
at Wabash College which I thought was worthwhile but, you see, it
remains incomplete. I am sure that teachers, by making many such
decisions, probably do not concern themselves about what happened
afterward as much as I might have wished to do.

'..!,..

From that time, until now, I believe I can truthfully say
that my experience has been that it is much easier to do something
which a college would appreciate having done by donating the money
for a specific piece of brick and mortar or a specific building
or apparatus than it is to donate it for a specific idea or ideal.
Somehow I seem able to spend my own money and, so far, have been
able to take the consequences. I always wished I could better see
the facts and the nature of things--but to spend someone else's
money or money which has been dedicated to an ideal I find much
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mort! difficult.
Next by way of background, it has for a long time see !lEd
to tme that the so-called independent, liberal arts college (or
"frE!e 11 college), as we sotlEtillES describe it, could not very well
exiflt, if at all, in a society other than a free society. This
seens to me so apparent that it hardly needs explanation but I wi 11
sketchily say it is only the free society that, in the true sense
of the word, can produce free capital and perhaps the idea of academtc freedom itself is not important as it would otherwise seem
to be if all the colleges and educational associations were free,
with their own sources of income and their own ideals.
For example, while I do not like the ideal · that at times
has seemed to prevail at ~otre Dame (I have had reasonably intimate
expHrience with it), 1 would not contest their right to the ideal
or to the application of it so long as they are honest in what they
pretend they are doing to the customers.
I believe, also, by the test which seems to prevail in
undt!rwriters' sale of securities, for example, the prospectus of
most colleges (even Wabash College) might be in difficulty. You
may have noted that every time any such questions come up I have
always tried to be for the need of a complete disclosure, as honest
as eould be produced, and then let the customers make their choices,
and the workers in the institution also make their choice. You can
see I am quite consciously using slightly different language than
is eustomarily used. This of itself may be helpful thinking.
I think you know some of these things, perhaps from converHation with me; and if in any respect you think I am not stating
the truth, as I acknowledge the truth, I would certainly be glad to
have you take issue with me. That is, am I stating what you may have
obst!rved moveSme--and, of course, it is always interesting to know
whether anyone else thinks that what you have concluded to be the
truth is also the truth by their reasonable understanding of truth.
At the time I established the first fund (1945), I had in
mind a chair in government. Because it was not a thought-out matter,
Dr. Sparks and I agreed it could be settled later. It became
apparent not too much later that this really wouldn 1 t acco~Jl>lish
what I was after and , for want of a better word, we referred to it
as the Seminar Fund.
At this point, I should start another train of thought.

I
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became involved in the Great Books activity purely as a means of
facilitating my own education in a roore hopeful way. In a few
years (1947) when I became involved in the activity itself directly
and took charge of the conmdttee which we called the Indiana Committee, I was committed personally to the idea that this movement
had certain educational values --one, to pull away, if possible,
from the college's tendency to departmentalize human beings.
Education is human beings, as we call them; and I am convinced that a substantial amount of the problem arises from the
fact that education departmentalizes human beings and also leaves
''holes" in them. In the ~ology, Socrates points out one of the
most damaging of these "holes".
It was natural, therefore, that when the building program
came along I was an easy prey for Dr. Sparks, Dr. Trippet and Dr.
Cotton when I agreed to put up the money and design the Seminar Room.
I would like to make the point distinctly here that at no
time have I given any money of any consequence to anything (Wabash
College, or otherwise) except that at the moment of the gift or
agreement to give, I thought it was genuinely not only needed, but
wanted by the managers of the institution • • • • • ; •• Oh, I do .
remember I gave $10,000 to the fund which became the Student Union
Building, simply because I was at that moment able to do so and I
thought I was encouraging and indicating some understanding, at
least, of others who were very much .for something in the particular
form in which it was cast, but which I, personally, was not "for",
because, due to my interest in my own education and others, I assessed
different values to some of these projects.
I have now reached a point in time where this, also, can
be said
I have made substantial gifts to Wabash College (at least,
looking to the certainty and liquidity of my assets, they are substantial); I have tried to help some with others; I have spent long
hours working for Wabash College in the way I thought was best, and
adding to my own education. Perhaps, really, I was following Adam
Smith and didn't realize it. In order that I may know if you are
following my thoughts, see if you can tell me what I unwittingly was
doing which Adam Sudth seemed to accept as a basic truth.
At a later date I became interested in the music. I had
always been interested in music from all of its aspects, but I
became interested in it in relation to Wabash College for exactly
the same reason as in any other activity in which I engaged at the
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college--not only because it seemed to me to be true education, but
also because it seemed to me a necessity of a free society, although
in the over-all picture there are more basic parts into which the
necessities of a free society may be thoughtfully divided.
You see where my reasoning must now take me--in the whole
of its past Wabash College could have said, "We repudiate the idea
of a free society," but instead of that, I think the college operators were floundering around and accepting benefits created by a
free society without thinking this through. To the extent this was
done; it became, and becomes in my mind, their obligation to educate
in a wcty that would make its preservation more hopeful. It might
even be suggested that to do otherwise would be a breach of trust.
My statement concerning the disclosure of education in the prospectus
of a college already indicates a concern about this.
I regret very much the frequent use of the word "I" but
I am trying to describe something which I arrived at by experience,
education and practice and which I feel I am rather inadequate in
describing. I am sure it has at times resulted in unfortunate misrepresentations--not only by me, but by others.
In connection with music, Mr. Mitchum knows that the report
which Dr. Archibald Davison made as a result of his experience with
the Harvard singing group was a very helpful consideration. As I
sit here dictating I see in front of me almost two shelves of books
which are merely a part of what went into the investigation on my part.
It was Dr. Davison's experience and Mitchum's willingness
to work with that experienc~ and the interest of the then officials
of Wabash College in the administrative sense, which induced whatever
may have been done there. In spite of some resistance at Wabash,
it appears to have had some success. Mr. Mitchum has proved that
Dr. Davison knew what he was talking about.
There are a few people who have caught on to this in the
educational idea and maybe l should not be so surprised as I am
that professors at Wabash College have made as little effort, compared to what might have been done, with the tools at hand.
There was a professor at Smith College who had written
helpfully. His name was Alfred Einstein. It may be at this point
unnecessary to point out that this was not solely a question of money
--it also involved a great deal of research and personal effort.
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Many of the things I was doing led me into opportunities
of being helpful; tnat is, if i t was desired. In music, imitation
is sometimes helpful. In 1953 I had become a menber of the Mont
Pelerin Society (I attended my first meeting a few years before)
and attended the fateful meeting at Princeton in 1958 (where I
learned that you haven't really seen a first-class alley brawl until
a bunch of professors decide to engage in one). While there I was
invited to the Westminster School of Music and was so impressed
with what I heard that I called Xitchum on the phone from the
director's office, only to discover that Mr. Mitchum had been trying to reach this particular group. So, we got the matter closed
at that moment on the telephone and a period of the possibility
of imitation was produced.
This is n~rely incident telling, but it may perhaps convey something more than the incident in the telling. In some ways
this particular activity seems to have moved ahead better than
any other activity I have become engaged in at Wabash College over
the years; and yet it is falling far short of what it might do.
Even having the brass group play some of Gabrielli's music, (which
was designed for an unattainable physical situation so far as
Wabash College is concerned), and play it well enough that anyone
who knew this music could hear i t with sotre tmderstanding was an
accomplishment; and I almost have a suspicion that the boys probably
caught . on, too.
There is really a relationship between the words of the
Roman Chant and the H.eformation Chorale on the walls of the Seminar
Room and the existence of a small colloquium group at Wabash College .
I must admit that as black as the picture is, as far as l
am concerned, I don't believe it is through any lack of effort on
my part unless it is a lack of ability to convey the concept of an
ideal. Nor do I believe that having a strong teacher of Economics
solves the problem any more than a strong teacher of Speech does,
but it depends on what that teacher believes in, and why.
A friend of yours made, I think, a very intelligent statement (not in my presence). He said, " I can't understand it--Pierre
Goodrich and I seem to start off exactly at the satre basic point
and arrive at opposite conclusions." What he said was true although
I thoroughly disagree with him on most of the conclusions he came
to. I respected him sufficiently to find out why it was true--and
I think I found out, to my edification; .and by understanding better
this one point, other important understandings I believe were possibl e .
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In writing this letter I am seeking understandings, not
solace, in what I considered to be unfortunate failures. Perhaps
some of the problem is simply waiting there to be considered.
1bere is a buried one, however, which perhaps should be mentioned.
Dr. Sparks and I procured an offer of $125,000 ($25,000 a year for
five years) from a reasonably well-known foundation interested in
development of some aspects of one kind of thought exchange. I
proposed this only after I had seen Dr. Sparks fail in two of three
foundations he was seeking tooney from; and I decided to try the ide a
out on one of the foundations. The director gave me encouragement:
so with Dr. Sparks's agreement we took the idea to the third foundation only, and received, at least, this grant.
The idea was not implemented, and Wabash College lost
the grant.
A related foundation had provided $1 million for a similar
experiment at another college. The experiment failed, in my jud~ment,
because it was not sufficiently a two-way endeavor. I doubt very
much if conditions would permit the development of such an experiment
at the present time and I doubt very much if the money could be obtained; but what time I have it is my desire to use it with the best
responsibility I know. There are places where the grass grows, and
places where it does not grow, for whatever may be the reason.
I am sure you will wonder why I took this much trouble to
explain what seem~ to be a simple and rather small matter of allocation of fwtds, but I hopw with this background, if you will think
further with me sor.eday, I can at least achieve some acceptance of
the idea that principle itself can matter, and I would hope very
much tnat the truth of this could be sufficiently examined and that
we would proceed from that truth in determining whether or not
certain things can be done or cannot be done.
I am always pretty unhappy about failures which occur
which could have been prevented by satisfactory understanding and
the mere desire to be responsible. As a person who gives, I am anxious
to be responsible in that giving. If the recipient gets what he wants,
that satisfies him at the moment but does not necessarily mean ·t hat I
have been responsible. If the recipient takes what he wants and misleads the donor as to what the recipient intends to do, or \-lill do,
that is another matter, and does not produce the kind of understandin~~
I really would · like to exist in anything I have anything to do with.
Even though this may be far away from your thinking at t h e
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1rotnent, perhaps we can proceed on the basis that it is just as
reasonable for me to be interested in ideals as it is for someone
else to be interested in tennis courts, and that I rec.ognize that
the job is more difficult in the case of the ideals . I can draw
the dimensions and state the kind of ground that needs to be in
tennis courts and there should not be much dispute over that, b ut
ideals must be clearly understood, which tmderstanding can be
arrived at only after thoughtful and patient discussion between
peers.
Sincerely,

Pierre F. Goodrich
PFG/rma

